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flora collection

it valorizes the table



personality
to the interior

fatto in Italia
lucidato a mano



the new line of objects to furnish.
design elements to complete with elegance
the look of the furnishings. skills and workmanship
performed by the best Italian manufacturers

made of high quality BA 40/10 antimagnetic stainless steel
not to interfere with digital devices, cold rolled,
placed in ovens in inert atmosphere, then cut to the laser
and polished by hand to mirror one by one

the collection consists of ten subjects
particularly suitable for furnishing and qualifying environments
with signicant presence, between sculpture and design object

the surfaces reect light and colors present,
for this they integrate elegantly in every environment
in classic or contemporary style

the material makes every object alive and radiant,
design creates a meaningful and valuable presence

the collection is inspired by historical oral styles
its lines are inspired by nature and were born
in order to create a timeless product
that can maintain its value

the line nds references to the industrial revolution
which led to the search for a meeting point
between aesthetics and industry in the production of objects,
and that today we see evolution in the denition
of industrializable arts

It is ideal as a centerpiece, on the bedroom furniture or in the living room.
timeless shapes make it perfect as an iconic element
on the meeting table, and in the bookcase.

everyone sees it as an element that creates value in the environment,
but also with that curiosity that starts a dialogue ...



the drawing of nature
in an iconic object



design like
the beginning of a story



claudiobettini

refined lines
complete the look

of the interior



claudiobettini

a distinctive element
in the middle of the table

reflects the style



claudiobettini

elegance
in the business area



ten subjects: the flora collection



belvedere flora



gaia germoglio



giano magnolia



nilo orione



sottomarina tulipano



fatto in Italia
lucidato a mano claudiobettinielegant reception



oggetti design casa
collezioni esclusive
elementi di arredo

bologna italia

claudiobettini.com

oppure chiama
335 6692503

per diventare
rivenditore scrivi a

info@claudiobettini.com

decorative design objects
modern centerpieces
exclusive collections

made in bologna italy

claudiobettini.com

value to the interior

if you want to become a reseller
and for information

write to
info@claudiobettini.com


